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Objective

- create 3-4 different templates
  - For use by internal Virginia Tech sites
    - Gives sites a consistent look & feel
    - Prevents abuse by others
Researchers seek ways to bring high-speed Internet to more homes and businesses in rural Virginia

Full Story...
Undergraduate Courses

2012-2013 Virginia Tech Undergraduate Catalog

Anticipated Course Offerings

1000 Level Courses

- CS1044: Introduction to Programming in C
- CS1054: Introduction to Programming in Java
- CS1114: Introduction to Software Design
- CS1124: Introduction to Media Computation
- CS1604: Introduction to the Internet
- CS1944: Computer Science 1st Year Seminar

2000 Level Courses

- CS2104: Introduction to Problem Solving in Computer Science
- CS2114: Software Design & Data Structures
- CS2304: Self Study in a Programming System
- CS2505: Introduction to Computer Organization I
- CS2506: Introduction to Computer Organization II
- CS2974: Independent Study

3000 Level Courses

- CS3114: Data Structures & Algorithms
- CS3214: Computer Systems
- CS3304: Comparative Languages
At Virginia Tech, we know that our students are special. Here, our students imagine the next great thing, and then they do it.

UNDERGRADUATE ADMISSIONS
Find application process and admission requirements.
- Frequently asked questions

FINANCIAL AID
Although you must be admitted to Virginia Tech to be awarded need-based financial aid, you should not wait for your offer of admission to apply for financial aid.

VISIT VIRGINIA TECH
Located on 2,600 acres in the town of Blacksburg, Virginia Tech is home to world-class faculty, dynamic collaborations, groundbreaking research, and a friendly community of Hokies committed to service and academic excellence.

› Visit Virginia Tech
WordPress

-Use current drag and drop templates to create child templates
We will be using drag and drop templates to create the vt themed wordpress templates. These templates will be a foundation for the templates that we want to create as they will provide already usable code for us to use. Child templates are when we take a current template and use its current code to create another template
Tools

- BitNami/WordPress
  - PHP
  - HTML
  - CSS
  - Notepad++
  - Google Chrome (Developer tools)
- Overwrite vs override

● Overwrite
  ○ copy all code over to use
  ○ bigger, more control over template

● Override
  ○ Only alter snippets of code affecting child
  ○ Smaller and simpler
  ○ Can make use of parent theme updates
Eclipse

WORDPRESS THEME


CyberChimps
Worth A Thousand Words
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Theme Admin
Uncategorized
boat, lake

Boat.

Boat
These two picture slides show a current drag and drop template that we will possibly use as it has similar format as current vt sites, and other similar look and feels that we can use to create a consistant look between our templates and other vt templates.